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This year UCL MAL has been working with Guarani and Kaiowá community 
members to rethink the relations and techniques through which we 
conduct research, produce knowledge, and collect/preserve/display 
cultural heritage archives. The project has developed three core strands: a 
Guarani and Kaiowá Virtual Museum curated and directed by community 
shamans, a Guarani and Kaiowá Multimedia Archive filmed and recorded by 
indigenous filmmakers, and an Interactive Map of Gender-Based Violence 
presenting data gathered by Guarani and Kaiowá women. We are grateful 
for support from the British Museum’s Endangered Material Knowledge 
Programme, UCL Grand Challenges and the UCL Global Engagement Fund.

https://www.uclmal.com/
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Join us on the 9th of December for UCL MAL’s end of year showcase where we will 
present ongoing work in our Experimental Collaborative Heritage project, produced in 
collaboration with Guarani and Kaiowá indigenous communities in Brazil. The event will 
include multimedia presentations from UCL MAL’s production team and speakers in-
cluding Guarani and Kaiowá anthropologist Jaqueline Aranduhá, Raffaella Fryer-Morei-
ra, MAL co-founder and director, and Fabiana Fernandes, president of IDAC. Additional 
speakers will be added shortly.

UCL MAL END OF YEAR VIRTUAL SHOWCASE 
THURSDAY 9TH DECEMBER

https://www.uclmal.com/
https://www.facebook.com/events/606315417370231?active_tab=about
https://www.facebook.com/events/606315417370231?active_tab=about
https://www.uclmal.com/


SIX OGA PYSY WERE BURNT DOWN IN 2021 | RISE IN 
RACIST VIOLENCE AND RELIGIOUS HATE

Guarani and Kaiowá Ceremonial houses are burning. Last month the indigenous 
community in Rancho Jacaré watched in horror as their traditional Oga Pysy was set 
on fire, the sacred objects inside turned to ashes. It was the second Oga Pysy to burn 
down in a single month, just two weeks after the Oga Pysy in Amambai was destroyed. 
This is the sixth Oga Pysy to be burnt down this year, marking an escalation of violence 
in series of arson attacks that have claimed fifteen Oga Pysys since 2004, marking a 
rise in racism and religious hate. Guarani and Kaiowá histories, memories, and visions of 
the future are in flames. Building an Oga Pysy is an essential means to both resist and 
to exist. 
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The Guarani and Kaiowá community refuse to be disheartened, and construction is 
currently underway on three new houses - one in Nhanderu Marangatu Territory, one 
in Amambai, and one in Laranjeira Nhanderu. The reconstruction of these Oga Pysy 
represents a key step in the rebuilding of hope and resistance, and the international 
fundraisers mobilised earlier this year by Joe Duplantier with the international artists’ 
solidarity movement has made a radical difference in the Kuñangue’s capacity to 
respond to the violence that inevitably comes next. They need to rebuild these spaces, 
enabling hope, strength, and futures to be rebuilt too.

https://www.instagram.com/p/CUnAXv5oj4H/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CUnAXv5oj4H/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.uclmal.com/


This time, efforts are being made to ensure that the specialist technical knowledge 
and architectural expertise that goes into building these structures does not get lost 
forever. With support from the British Museum’s Endangered Material Knowledges 
Programme (EMKP), the UCL Multimedia Anthropology Lab  in collaboration with 
the Kuñangue Aty Guasu and IDAC are currently documenting the entire technical 
process through which the Oga Pysy is constructed, recording video, sound, and 
photogrammetry scans, in the creation of an archive which will be included in the 
EMKP’s permanent collection at the British Museum.

The construction of these Oga Pysy relies on donations from the global 
community, and the Kuñangue Aty Guasu need your support. Please 
contribute if you can to support Guarani and Kaiowá communities rebuild 
these important spaces: 
https://www.kunangue.com/vaquinha

https://www.emkp.org/oga-pysy-guarani-and-kaiowa-ceremonial-houses-in-mato-grosso-do-sul-brazil/
https://www.instagram.com/p/CUnAXv5oj4H/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CUnAXv5oj4H/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.kunangue.com/vaquinha
https://www.kunangue.com/vaquinha
https://www.uclmal.com/
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This year the UCL MAL team worked in collaboration with the Kuñangue Aty Guasu and 
IDAC to create an interactive map of violence, drawing on data collected by Guarani 
and Kaiowá women themselves. The project, supported by the UCL Global Engagement 
Fund, was presented during the Kuñangue Aty Guasu Online annual assembly to an in-
ternational audience of over 20,000 people, including representatives from APIB, ANMI-
GA, UN Women, NUPIR, MPF, University College London Multimedia Anthropology Lab, 
IDAC, Women’s Social Movements, Quilombo’s Peoples, MST, MMC, Nenhuma a menos 
(Not one woman less), Marcha Das Margaridas (March of the Daisies), World March of 
Women, CIMI and Latin American Council of Social Sciences (CLACSO). Sonia Guajajara, 
Head Coordinator of APIB, attended in person, and said that the map was an important 
reference for indigenous women’s resistance.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qgmKXGdtOY&ab_channel=UCLMultimediaAnthropologyLab
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5qgmKXGdtOY&ab_channel=UCLMultimediaAnthropologyLab
https://www.kunangue.com/mapainterativo
https://www.uclmal.com/


READ THIS ARTICLE WRITTEN BY MAL’S MEMBER CAMILLA ROSSI FOR THE SOCIAL 
JUSTICE BLOG. DRAWING FROM THE KUÑANGUE ATY GUASU’S REPORT, THE ARTICLE 
DISCUSSES THE IMPORTANCE OF VERNACULAR KNOWLEDGE AND COMMUNITY-
BASED RESPONSES IN TACKLING GENDER INEQUALITY.

WATCH THE PUBLIC HEARING THAT TOOK PLACE DURING 2021’S IX KUÑANGUE ATY 
GUASU IN BRASILIA AND WAS FOLLOWED BY THE OFFICIAL LAUNCHING OF THE 
INTERACTIVE MAP.

http://www.socialjusticejournal.org/making-violence-visible-mapping-violence-against-guarani-and-kaiowa-women-in-brazil/
https://fb.watch/9mzxjVz83g/
https://fb.watch/9mzxjVz83g/
http://www.socialjusticejournal.org/making-violence-visible-mapping-violence-against-guarani-and-kaiowa-women-in-brazil/
https://www.uclmal.com/
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Over the last 6 months, UCL MAL, IDAC, and the Guarani and Kaiowá community have 
been working collaboratively with elders and shamans to establish which components 
of Guarani and Kaiowá culture they would like to preserve, and how this knowledge 
should be displayed. Through weekly meetings with shamans in four different 
territories, the team at UCL MAL has gained important insights into local perspectives 
on ecology, heritage and culture. Drawing on the interdisciplinary expertise of over 
100 members working remotely around the world, UCL MAL has been developing VR 
scenes in Mozilla Hubs and Unity 3D, composed of 3D objects designed and curated by 
Guarani and Kaiowá shamans themselves.

The Guarani and Kaiowá Virtual Museum Project was developed in response to a 
statement made by Guarani and Kaiowá leader and anthropologist Jaqueline Aranduhá, 
during her Keynote presentation at MAL’s Multimedia Encounters Conference in 
January 2021. First, she pointed to the ways in which traditional practices of museum 
collection inevitably restrict community access to their own cultural heritage.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A5EWbyjRBbk&ab_channel=UCLMultimediaAnthropologyLab
https://www.uclmal.com/


Here, the Guarani and Kaiowá Virtual Museum seeks to address this by assembling a 
collection that is composed of virtual objects, where their presence in this museum 
collection does not remove the objects from their original territories, and therefore 
does not prevent the source communities from accessing them. By making these col-
lections available online, using the free open access platform Mozilla Hubs, they are 
accessible by people around the world, and can be experienced by young people from 
both Guarani and Kaiowá communities, as well as other communities around the world, 
from their phones.  
 
Aranduhá’s second critique addresses the curatorial decision making processes that 
shape museum displays, and points to the denial of participation in the selection of 
objects - and the inappropriate display of artefacts that consequently results. In this 
museum, the Guarani and Kaiowá shamans are the sole decision makers about which 
objects are included in the collection - it is community members who decide which 
objects they photograph, sending them directly to UCL MAL’s 3D modelling team for 
the production of models to be included in the collection. When encountering artefacts 
that are culturally sensitive, and where access should be restricted, we have engaged in 
discussions with the community about how these access restrictions should be ad-
dressed. For example, as all sacred chants generate powerful effects, some are deemed 
too dangerous to be publically shared, particularly by non-Indigenous people who are 
considered not to have the wisdom to manage these tools responsibly.  
 
Finally, Aranduhá has questioned which narratives are told about particular objects, 
and who has the authority to decide which stories are told. When museum institutions 
define the narratives which contextualise artefacts, they shape how the objects are 
understood, how the cultures they belong to are framed, and reaffirm their own defi-
nitions of culture. By starting from the community narratives themselves, this project 
reverses the traditional hierarchies upon which cultural institutions are grounded. By 
positioning Guarani and Kaiowá elders as the only ones with the authority to narrate 
their own cultural artefacts, this project asserts that it is communities themselves who 
are best placed to tell their own stories, to define their own cultures, and to offer their 
own analytic frameworks for cultural and anthropological analysis.



READ THIS INSIGHTFUL ARTICLE BY MAL’S MEMBER MANASVINI MONI TO LEARN MORE 
ABOUT COLLABORATIVE APPROACHES TO HERITAGE PRESERVATION, AND HOW THE 
GUARANI AND KAIOWÁ COMMUNITIES ARE UTILISING VR TECHNOLOGY TO PRESERVE 
THEIR CULTURAL HERITAGE AGAINST COLONIALISM AND ANTI-INDIGENOUS POLICIES.

TO STAY UP TO DATE WITH MAL’S RESEARCH, 
FOLLOW US ON MEDIUM

HOW CAN MULTIMEDIA APPROACHES TO HERITAGE PRESERVATION MAKE MUSEUMS 
MORE ACCESSIBLE, INCLUSIVE, AND INNOVATIVE? MAL’S MEMBER ABBEY WESTBURY 
EXPLORES THE FASCINATING INTERSECTION BETWEEN TECHNOLOGY AND CULTURAL 
HERITAGE IN OUR LATEST MEDIUM POST.

https://medium.com/@info_53771/collaborative-heritage-curating-the-past-to-reclaim-the-future-86552cee2d84?postPublishedType=repub
https://medium.com/@info_53771/collaborative-heritage-curating-the-past-to-reclaim-the-future-86552cee2d84?postPublishedType=repub
https://medium.com/@info_53771
https://medium.com/@info_53771
https://medium.com/@info_53771/how-to-get-the-kids-to-the-museum-without-bribery-cbb83cffc8c4
https://medium.com/@info_53771/how-to-get-the-kids-to-the-museum-without-bribery-cbb83cffc8c4
https://www.uclmal.com/


INSIGHT FROM THE TEAM
Q&A with Sam Legg, Sound Team Leader
What role do you think sound plays in cultural heritage?
How is the sound team contributing to the development of the VR museum?

“Sound often plays an integral role in culture. In the case of the Guarani and Kaiowá 
communities, ethnographic sessions have shown us how important their chants and 
instruments are for their culture, as a means to communicate with their Gods (de-
scribed as a telephone line or WiFi connection) or otherwise. Through these discussions, 
we have learnt about relationships between nature and modern technology, and hu-
mans and animals (e.g. the local frogs being shamans who are chanting for the rain to 
come).
Through designing ambisonic soundscapes, digital re-creations of sacred instruments, 
or by sharing oral folktales through multilingual podcasts, sound is intrinsic to the im-
mersion process, as without it, those beyond the communities and MAL may never 
truly understand their culture.
I came up with the idea to use virtual instruments to represent an integral part of the 
Guarani and Kaiowá culture, and to create a memorable and interactive experience for 
the public with opportunities for hands-on learning. This has the team using Wwise and 
the coding platform Scratch to create interactive digital recreations of the Guarani and 
Kaiowá’s sacred instruments. Through this, we hope to communicate better with the 
VR design team and also create exciting, accessible content for the MAL website for 
those without access to VR.”
Over the coming months, the Sound Team will be releasing some of their output via 
Soundcloud. This will include: chants, sacred instrument melodies/rhythms, postcasts, 
and a vast array of electronic experiments. To ensure you don’t miss a thing, make sure 
to follow our page: https://soundcloud.com/uclmal
The sound team also wants your ideas! We are looking to develop our understanding 
of the role of sound in knowledge production, and would like to gather a database of 
those currently working in this field. The information gathered will be used to inform 
our own practice. Additionally, we will use the information to increase public awareness 
of such work by releasing curated playlists of relevant influences, which will be available 
via Soundcloud & Spotify. Please submit your ideas via the following link: https://forms.
gle/5N8pnj2KfpK3eBHF7

https://soundcloud.com/uclmal
https://forms.gle/5N8pnj2KfpK3eBHF7
https://forms.gle/5N8pnj2KfpK3eBHF7
https://www.uclmal.com/


Q&A with Jaqueline Kuña Aranduhá
Member of Kuñangue Aty Guasu, anthropologist, and MAL’s collaborator. Aranduhá 
speaks about Marco Temporal and how the trial is affecting Guarani and Kaiowá 
territories.

How have recent debates on the Marco Temporal affected violence in indigenous terri-
tories? 
Has violence increased?

The Marco Temporal is a genocidal and unconstitutional law that violently infringes the 
rights of indigenous people. It completely undermines the rights of indigenous people. 
It is a relentless practice of genocide and epistemicide that aims to erase our history, 
our rights and remove what we still have left.
The community has been constantly coming together at the local, state and nation-
al level. Yesterday, the social networks, the press, came out with a story that Minister 
Alexandre de Morais has already concluded his analysis about the Time Framework, 
so the vote for further review that he had requested, which put the trial of the Time 
Framework on hold, is once again up for discussion.
 
As a matter of fact, this depends on [Justice Luiz] Fux, chief justice of the Brazilian Su-
preme Court, so the highest court has been analysing the Time Framework in detail. It 
is worthwhile remembering that the Time Framework was established much earlier and 
it gained strength during the PT [Workers’ Party] government and is now gaining even 
more strength under the government of Jair Bolsonaro, which is a government that has 
declared war on indigenous people, social movements, women and women’s rights. The 
idea is to perpetuate the practice of masking the original rights of indigenous people.

https://www.uclmal.com/


There are several bills of law in progress at the National Congress that go totally against 
the rights of indigenous peoples, violating them in every way. The new text of environ-
mental licensing bill PL 490 was approved recently. The PL 490 is also connected to the 
Time Framework, and many other Proposals for Constitutional Amendment that have 
been created in favour of the ruralists are also connected to the Time Framework. The 
Time Framework reached the Supreme Court by first going through the Chamber of 
Deputies, then the council of the Chamber of Deputies and the Senate and from there 
it went to the country’s highest court, which is the Supreme Court.

We are waiting anxiously for the Supreme Court’s analysis and favourable vote. Like-
wise to [Justice Edson] Facchin, the rapporteur, gave a favourable vote for the indig-
enous people, we hope that the other justices who will analyse and deliberate on the 
Time Framework will respond favourably to the indigenous people because this has 
indeed added immensely to the violence in the territory: the attacks on the people who 
have taken back their lands, the burning down of traditional spaces, persecution, vio-
lence against the community, against leaders, the silencing of activists, and so much 
more. The violence is a consequence, a reflection of everything that the government 
has been doing to undermine the indigenous people and favour the rural agenda. When 
he [Jair Bolsonaro] says that if the Supreme Court approves the Time Framework in fa-
vour of the indigenous people, the country’s economy is at risk, then, according to him, 
the country’s economy is based on indigenous land, right?
Translation by Lesley Sogl (MAL Translation Team).

https://www.uclmal.com/


HEAD TO MAL’S INSTAGRAM PAGE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT THE MARCO TEMPORAL 
THESIS, STATING  THAT INDIGENOUS LANDS RIGWHTS ARE ONLY APPLICABLE TO 
LANDS THEY OCCUPIED ON 5TH OCTOBER 1988, THE DATE OF THE LAST BRAZILIAN 
CONSTITUTION.

READ THE OPEN LETTER FROM THE KUÑANGUE ATY GUASU ABOUT THE MOST RECENT 
ATTACKS TO GUARANI AND KAIOWÁ COMMUNITIES IN MATO GROSSO DO SUL. 

https://www.instagram.com/p/CUh0Yo6o2CO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.instagram.com/p/CUh0Yo6o2CO/?utm_source=ig_web_copy_link
https://www.facebook.com/kunangueatyguasu/posts/1522979514741376
https://www.uclmal.com/


DATA WITH A BASELINE
Congratulations to MAL members Caragh Murphy-Collinson and Sidali Sid whose data 
sonification project The Sound of Space and Mobility will take place next year as part of 
UCL Music Futures, supported by the Institute of Advanced Studies.
Data has become inextricably attached to the fundamental ways in which we each 
comprehend our worlds. Drawing on datasets within UCL which examine student 
movement and access to facilities, this project will turn data into sound, and bring 
audible energy to the movement of the community on campus. Utilising their own 
sonification toolkit, anthropologists Caragh Murphy-Collinson and Sidali Sid will 
develop a DJ set to present the dataset with a baseline. Stay tuned for details of 
our live event nights in summer 2022, coming as a result of this research. They will 
represent an exciting anthropological synthesis, as we dance, moving our bodies to the 
sound of our bodies moving!

https://www.uclmal.com/


Congratulations to MAL member João Eduardo Peçanha de Freitas for having his first 
short film Heterotopia selected over 10 times since it’s accomplishment, with its most 
important screenings being in the Latin American Festival 3 Margens - where it was 
awarded at the Best Film category - and in the recent in Beijing’s Queer Film Festival.
Heterotopia, directed by João in collaboration with Fernando Santanna, dives into 
sexual identity and its implications from external expectations of how individuals must 
fulfil their role in a society guided by compulsory heteronormativity.
The film tries to also show how native sexualities and gender identities have been 
colonized and still are through a Christian and male dominated narrative.
João has produced another short film, Stage, in 2021, and he is currently developing a 
series about LGBTQ people living through the Brazilian dictatorship in the late 70’s.

HETEROTOPIAS

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ccv1ZFinwUY&ab_channel=Jo%C3%A3oEduardoFreitas
https://www.uclmal.com/


Congratulations to MAL member Matheus da Rocha Montanari for the exhibition of 
his work “Gnashing of teeth, banging of pots” in the “Either/Or: Those Remote Days”  
exhibition at the Suning Art Museum in Shanghai, China. The exhibition, showing from 
26 of November to 24 of January, is the result of the Quarantine Art Residence.

“The work is a video call produced in times of social isolation. During the quarantine 
period, the city’s landscape changed radically. During the day, the silence in a 
metropolis like São Paulo (Brazil) is so astonishing that we can hear even the grinding 
of our anxious and uncertain teeth. During the night, a symphony of pots (people 
protesting against Bolsonaro’s government by making noise with pots and pans) 
emerges from the windows of the buildings. In a period when all the meetings become 
remote, the artist makes a video call with himself and the street in front of his house, 
confronting the images of the empty street, the sound of the protest in the windows, 
the sound of teeth tinkling in the pot and the interference noise that the proximity of 
these electronic devices causes.”

EITHER/OR

https://www.matheusmontanari.com/gnashing-of-teeth
https://www.matheusmontanari.com/gnashing-of-teeth
https://www.uclmal.com/


UCL MAL is a global network of interdisciplinary researchers, dedicated 
to exploring innovative methods for producing research and presenting it 
to diverse audiences. Founded in 2017 by postgraduate students at UCL 
Anthropology, we are now composed of over 100 members from 30 different 
countries around the world, drawing on the diverse expertise of over 22 
disciplines. Join us and help us strengthen and grow our global network!

https://www.facebook.com/UCL.MAL
https://twitter.com/UCL_mal

https://www.instagram.com/ucl_mal/

https://www.facebook.com/UCL.MAL
https://twitter.com/UCL_mal
https://www.instagram.com/ucl_mal/
https://www.uclmal.com/

